
This is an excerpt from my 2014 text: Contemporary Health Informatics 

Praxis: Praxis was founded by Richard Low, a UCLA/Yale educated physician, who first trained in surgery 

and did emergency medicine before shifting to internal medicine.   He recalls attending a seminar given 

by a physician/lawyer and first realizing how important medical documentation is. He later found out 

that the "average physician spends 2.5 hours per day doing paperwork, that's 8.5 years of his career."  

He examined clinical records and determined that “no two doctors chart the same”.  His dream was to 

develop something that would save doctors time while allowing them to maintain their individual 

approach to charting. He started Praxis in his native Argentina in 1989 with $15,000 of his own money 

which, he says, went a great deal further there than it would have in the US.  Praxis was introduced in 

1993 and since its second product release in 1998, has grown as a profitable company with no outside 

financing. The company is now based in Marina Del Rey, CA.   

Ironically the way Praxis makes documentation more efficient for physicians is itself not easy to 

understand. At its core is the notion of a “clinical concept”. Praxis does not define concepts in a 

standardized way as SNOMED does. Rather they consider a concept an indivisible clinical unit in the view 

of an individual physician.  In essence a concept is a basic element of the way a physician thinks about 

medicine.   

Based on this idea the company developed what it calls a “concept processor”. The computer science 

term for this is an artificial neural network (ANN). An ANN is an advanced computing approach used to 

model complex relationships between inputs and outputs or to find patterns in data.  A bank, for 

example, might use an ANN to find people who are more likely to be submitting fraudulent credit card 

charges based on patterns that might not be obvious to a person looking at the data, in part because of 

its massive scale.  The technology is also being applied in healthcare to look for fraudulent claims. 

The basic idea behind Praxis is that physicians develop a method of going from inputs – such as the 

history, physical exam and lab results – to outputs, such as a diagnosis and treatment plan. Praxis says 

that its concept processor “learns” how each individual physician does this for the problems they see 

and uses that knowledge to save the physician time on subsequent visits by essentially anticipating what 

the physician will likely do and, therefore, document.  The system starts as a “blank slate” in each 

practice but, over time, it gets better and better at finding the closest encounter to the current one.  

After around 50 iterations of a particular problem the system is well trained and, according to the 

company, can accurately find the closest matching or even an "identical" prior encounter. Based on that 

it brings up the clinical concepts the physician has used in the past for similar patients, as illustrated in 

figure 6.2.  By doing this the system saves the physician time and also serves to provide clinical 

reminders, reducing the chance that something will be overlooked or forgotten.  Praxis has, laudably in 

my view, avoided the temptation to automatically document for the physician who must specifically 

decide what to chart for each patient from the concepts presented from the most similar prior patient 

encounter.  The physician can, of course, add more or edit for each case, as appropriate. 

Documentation flow in Praxis is quite different than in traditional charting.  Physicians are trained to 

begin by asking patients what brought them to the office – their chief complaint.  Praxis does not begin 



with the chief complaint because it is typically a vague statement of the problem that usually will not 

provide sufficient specificity for the concept processor to find the best prior case. Physicians using Praxis 

are trained to first input the most clinically specific “input” (a "clinical finding") they can. This allows the 

concept processor to more accurately find the identical or best match to the patient being seen.  

Physicians can group subsets of an overall problem, such as acute pharyngitis (sore throat), according to 

whatever clinical divisions make sense to them.  This further assists in getting to the best possible 

matching case and its associated clinical concepts.  Physicians can post their own personal approach to 

clinical concepts so, for example, a family physician can import the approach used by an expert 

neurologist to evaluate headache. 

Praxis is available as a hosted service (the company recommends an iPad as the end user device) or as a 

licensed client-server software program.  It says it has around 3,000 clients with its largest user 

community being family physicians. Praxis scores very well in the 2012 annual survey of 3,088 family 

physicians done by the American Academy of Family Physicians (AAFP 2012).  In that survey nearly 80% 

of the 21 Praxis users – a far higher percentage of positive ratings than for any other EMR – agreed with 

the statement that “This EHR helps me see more patients per day (or go home earlier) than I could with 

paper charts” providing some tentative confirmation (this is not a random survey so the results cannot 

be viewed as statistically proven) that a more clinically intelligent EMR can overcome the problem of 

reduced productivity with electronic versus paper charting.  I should also note that Praxis uses their 

claim of improved productivity as a key selling tool so their client base may well be biased on this issue. 


